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Introduction
The Internet has permanently 

changed how airlines distribute their 
products. Gone are the days when 
an airline’s only pre-trip customer 
contact was the carrier’s call center. 
The Web has provided airlines an 
enhanced degree of direct customer 
interaction, but to truly meet traveler 
requirements they need to expand 
their offerings to become full-fledged 
online travel retailers.

What does it mean to be an 
online travel retailer? The retail 
model has itself evolved along with 
the Internet. Historically, retail travel 
agents have controlled the informa-
tion flow to customers, often hidden 
behind cryptic global distribution 
system (GDS) formats. Tour content 
has been obtained through third-
party traditional vacation packag-
ers (TVPs) that specialize in spe-
cific destinations and traditionally 
sell their content primarily through 
retail travel agents. This model still 
exists throughout the world, espe-
cially in markets where TVPs are 
vertically integrated and control both 
supply and distribution (see Figure 
1). Airlines have offered vacation 
content on their sites for over two 
decades, but most continue to out-
source this activity to third parties 
that offer a separate booking path for 
hotel and vacation packages. 

When online travel agents (OTAs) 
were launched in the late 1990s, they 
quickly embraced a wholesale/retail 
model. This model proved to be 
very profitable as OTAs continue to 
maintain high mark-up margins on 
hotel net inventory and combine air, 

hotel, car and activities into dynamic 
packages. Today, OTAs continue to 

control a significant share of online 
revenue (see Figure 2).

The Airline As A Retailer

Figure 1

Package Definitions 
PhoCusWright defines a package as at least two major travel components (flight. hotel. and/
or rental car) purchased in a single transaction. Add-ons such as theater, event, or attraction 
tickets, spa appointments, and airport transfers may be included, but they are not defining 
elements of a vacation package. PhoCusWright segments the packaged travel space into two 
types of providers: 

Online Packagers: Online travel entities such as Expedia, Travelocity, CheapCaribbean.
com, and others that sell fixed packages and dynamically bundled multicomponent travel (or 
dynamic packaging) primarily via the Web. 

Traditional Vacation Packagers (TVPs): Tour operators such as The Mark Travel 
Corporation, GOGO Worldwide Vacations, Pleasant Holidays, MLT Vacations, Apple Vacations, 
and Tauck World Discovery.

PhoCusWrlght uses these two categories to distinguish the dynamic packaging of online 
travel agencies and other online packagers from the traditional tour operator segment. There 
Is significant gray area across these categories. For example, some long-standing tour opera-
tor brands now sell a large portion of their packages online, but because of their long and 
established histories as tour operators, PhoCusWright continues to consider these entities 
in the latter category of TVPs. PhoCusWright continually evaluates how it categorizes the 
marketplace and the businesses that shape it. These categories will probably change In the 
years to come to reflect the broader changes in the marketplace. 

Figure 2

U.S. Channel Market Share of Online Revenue by Segment, 
2008-2012

Source: PhoCusWright's U.S. Online Travel Overview Tenth Edition 
© 2011, PhoCusWright Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Purpose of Paper
This paper illustrates how gaining 

a share of the online packaging and 
hotel merchandising market can help 
airlines compete against the growth 
and influence of OTAs, and posi-
tively impact bottom line revenue. It 
is no longer a question of who issues 
the airline ticket, but rather who 
owns the customer. PhoCusWright 
research illustrates:

• Airlines continue to battle OTAs 
for their share of the online market

• OTAs own the online packaging 
market and continue to steal share 
from TVPs

• Consumers in both the U.S. and 
Europe are embracing online pack-
aging

• Airlines are already profiting from 
selling ancillary services and com-
plementary products online

• Merchandising ancillary services – 
including online packaging – is a 
potentially significant revenue and 
customer engagement opportunity 
for airlines

This paper was commissioned 

by OpenJaw Technologies, a pro-
vider of travel distribution soft-
ware solutions to the global travel 
industry. The research presented is 
derived from PhoCusWright’s U.S. 
Online Travel Overview Ninth and 
Tenth Editions and PhoCusWright’s 
European Online Travel Overview 
Sixth Edition. This material is sup-
plemented with two success stories 
of airlines that have embraced the 
online retailer model. 

Airline vs. OTA – An Increasingly 
Tense Struggle

The battle between the airlines 
and OTAs is more than a fight to 
lower distribution costs, but a need 
for suppliers to take control of cus-
tomer relationships. Supplier sites 
dominate online travel (see Figure 3). 
However, package sales – currently 
the domain of OTAs – continue to 
grow online. Figure 4 shows growth 
in the percentage of vacation package 
sales booked online.

With American Airlines removing 
content from Orbitz and Expedia in 

late 2010, the battle lines between 
the airlines and the OTAs are clearly 
drawn. Hoteliers also share a desire to 
loosen the control the OTAs have on 
lodging distribution, and many hotel 
executives have applauded the hard 
stance American Airlines has taken 
with the OTAs. This affinity has 
opened the door for stronger airline/
hotel cross-sell and merchandising, 
strongly promoted by low-cost car-
riers (LCCs) that have pioneered the 
merchandising process (see Figure 5).

For decades hoteliers have worked 
directly with airline partners to pro-
mote specific destinations, often based 
on new routes, properties or distressed 
inventory. Expanding this historical 
relationship to encompass a full retail 
model is a natural evolution.

The ability of airlines to act as 
retailers is a logical step enabled by 
the Web’s direct-to-consumer capa-
bilities. The 2010 SITA/Air Transport 
World Passenger Self-Service Survey 
highlighted a dramatic rise in air 
traveler hotel bookings made through 
airline websites.1 The survey showed 

Figure 3
Online Travel Market Share: Supplier Websites vs. 
Online Travel Agencies, 2008-2012 

Note: 2010-2012 projected.  Source: PhoCusWright's U.S. Online Travel Overview Tenth Edition 
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Figure 4
U.S. Online Vacation Packaging Market* as 
Percentage of Total Package Sales, 2008-2012

* Includes traditional packages and online dynamic packages of OTAs
Source: PhoCusWright's U.S. Online Travel Overview Tenth Edition 
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1.  SITA Press Release (October 6, 2010). “70% of air passengers want self-service for more steps of the journey,”
 www.sita.aero/content/70-air-passengers-want-self-service-more-steps-journey 
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a 38% incidence, but this high per-
centage is likely influenced by the 
growth of LCCs in Europe and their 
cross-selling of hotels and city-break 
packages. Most airlines have reported 
their hotel attachment rates in the 
modest single digits. For airlines to 
truly become online retailers it is 
essential they not only sell hotel, 
car, and activities on their website, 
but integrate this content into the 
booking flow to maximize cross-sell 

opportunities. This requires a tech-
nology solution that can work seam-
lessly with an airline’s transaction 
flow, offering relevant content dur-
ing all stages of the booking pro-
cess. From a consumer’s viewpoint, 
offering complementary hotel, car or 
activity content as part of the airline 
reservation booking flow is a natural 
extension of the planning process, 
and can help simplify the online 
experience.

Consumers increasingly prefer 
online dynamic packages over static 
tours. This trend became apparent 
during the 2009 economic down-
turn. Overall package sales fell 15%, 
but online packages declined by only 
8% as travelers who did buy packages 
searched the Internet for deals. OTAs 
continue to be the driving force for 
online packaging, regaining volumes 
lost in 2009. Packaging now repre-
sents 14% of their total bookings, or 
nearly US$5.3 billion (see Figure 6).

 Online packagers continue to 
grow market share while TVPs strug-
gle to compete (see Figure 7).

Europeans Embracing Online 
Packaging

Though European travelers still 
primarily purchase static packages 
research indicates that they also are 
embracing custom holidays. They 
are shifting their behavior, replacing 
the traditional purchase of packaged 
holidays with custom holiday pack-
aging (see Figure 8).

Europe vs. the United States
With large vertically integrat-

Figure 6
Online Gross Bookings and Share of OTA Market 
2007-2011 (US$M)

Source: PhoCusWright's U.S. Online Travel Overview Ninth Edition 
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Figure 7
Annual Growth of Online Packagers and Traditional 
Vacation Packagers and Online Packager Share of
All Packaged Travel Sales, 2008-2012

Source: PhoCusWright's U.S. Online Travel Overview Tenth Edition 
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Airline/Hotel Cross-sell and Merchandising

Source: Ryanair website © 2011, PhoCusWright Inc. All Rights Reserved
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ed tour operators such as TUI and 
Thomas Cook, the European pack-
age market is different than in the 
U.S. In fact, Europeans have long 
embraced the idea of static packages 
for their holidays. With the level of 
vertical integration of these large 
tour operators, package purchases 
are often conducted at tour operator 
high-street locations. This trend con-
trasts with the U.S. where there are 
over 1,000 independent tour opera-
tors/wholesalers, many of which are 
small businesses focused on specific 
destinations selling their products 
primarily through retail travel agents. 

U.S airlines also have followed a 
different path than their European 
counterparts. A majority of U.S. air-
lines have outsourced their vacation 

packaging to third parties. The larg-
est suppliers of this service are MLT 
Vacations (which supports Delta, 
Continental and United Vacations) 
and the Mark Travel Corporation 
(which supports Southwest Airlines 
in the U.S. and Continental and 
United Vacations in the U.K.). This 
model presents a vacation planning 
process that is disconnected from the 
primary airline booking path, and 
thus has limited ability to cross-sell 
and up-sell customers. The approach 
also fragments customer information 
between the primary airline book-
ing site and the outsourced supplier, 
who gains greater insight into the full 
range of vacation content and prefer-

ences chosen by the traveler.
A common theme between 

Europe and the U.S. is the increasing 
preference for passengers to create 
their own dynamic package. This 
trend reflects the nature of the Web 
itself. Online travel planning is all 
about traveler control and prefer-
ences. The trend to create shopping 
cart/dynamic packaging reflects this 
traveler-centric mindset by empower-
ing users to select the travel itinerary 
elements that best meet their needs.  

Ancillary Services Changing the 
Airline Merchandising Model 

Ancillary services have changed 
the role of airlines from selling seats 
to merchandising. Unbundled airline 
ancillary services reached $22.6 bil-
lion in worldwide revenue for 2010, 
a 43% increase over 2009.2 What 
began as assessing fees for baggage 
has turned into a major change in 
strategy for the airlines. A key driver 
of the move to embrace ancillary ser-
vices is the concept of providing true 
retail-like merchandising capabilities 
to the airlines. Low-cost carriers pio-
neered ancillary fees and have also 
been the leaders in extending services 
to include other travel components 
such as hotel, car and activities. As 
traditional airlines expand their ancil-
lary services, they too will embrace 
selling additional travel components. 

For now the OTAs own the 
online packaging space. Though 
many TVPs have launched online 
tools (some with custom planning 
features), their primary business 
remains static packages purchased 
offline. PhoCusWright forecasts a 

Figure 8

Travel Product Consumption

Base: French travelers (N=815), German travelers (N=802), U.K. travelers (N=788)
Note: Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source: PhoCusWright's European Consumer Travel Report
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2.  Sorenson, Jay. IdeaWorks Press Release (October 15, 2010). “Airlines projected to generate $23b in ancillary revenues in 
2010,” www.flightglobal.com/articles/2010/10/15/348515/airlines-projected-to-generate-23b-in-ancillary-revenues-in.html 
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slight improvement in overall TVP 
sales as the economy improves; TVP 
share of all online package sales will 
be flat at just 12%. Research clearly 
shows the shift to online packaging, 
and a reduction in packages sold 
through travel agents. As traditional 
travel agents continue to lose mar-
ket share to online packagers, air-
lines have the opportunity to leverage 
packaging as a new revenue source, 
shifting share away from OTAs and 
driving incremental revenue from 
the sale of hotels, cars, activities and 
dynamic packages.  

Packaging within the Context  
of Distribution Changes

The tension between suppliers 
and distributors is characteristic of 
a more overarching issue: customer 
control and management. A reduc-

tion in distribution fees is an obvious 
goal of current airline/distribution 
negotiations. However, the lack of 
true customer insight and control 
has proven to be an equally impor-
tant objective. Adopting a true retail 
model helps carriers expand their 
products and services, further shift-
ing share away from OTAs and pro-
viding an excellent platform to gain 
greater insight into customer prefer-
ences and behavior. 

Hoteliers share a concern over 
distribution costs and the lack of cus-
tomer control, particularly through 
OTAs. From a hotel perspective, 
OTAs are often blamed for com-
moditizing hotels, lowering rates and 
training travelers to demand deep 
discounts. As a result, hoteliers are 
embracing dynamic packaging, and 
more hotels are deploying technol-

ogy (e.g., net rates, APIs, HTNG, 
channel management) to enable 
dynamic packaging. Clearly hote-
liers are becoming online retailers, 
and airlines have the opportunity 
to partner with hotels to reduce the 
control OTAs have over distribution. 
By embracing hotel merchandising 
and dynamic packaging technology, 
carriers can provide a more holistic 
travel planning experience to their 
passengers, incorporating all travel 
planning elements into their booking 
process. 

Pros and Cons of Airline 
Packaging Options

Traditionally, there have been 
three avenues that enable hotel and 
packaging capabilities on an airline 
site. Each option has its pros and 
cons, but to fully embrace the retail 

Option Description Pros Cons

White Label/
Outsourced

This is the traditional practice that 
airlines have followed. It either 
outsources the additional elements to 
a third-party tour operator, or relies 
on a white-label solution generally 
provided by an OTA.

Relieves the airline of the need 
to manage supplier contracts and 
inventory. Pushes customer support of 
vacation packaging to the outsourcer.

Requires a separate booking path. 
Airlines lose the ability to up-sell and 
cross-sell to the customer. Overall loss 
of customer control and management. 
Significantly poorer conversion. No 
differentiation in ground product. Delay 
in receiving commission payments 
from OTA (generally after 90 days.)

Hotel 
Consolidators

This option connects the airline to 
existing hotel aggregators such as 
GTA, Tourico and HotelBeds.

Allows some in-line cross-sell, better 
conversion, some product control. 
Outsources the more complex 
functions to a third-party aggregator 
for booking, fulfillment and servicing.

Provides the same hotel rates and 
inventory available through other 
sources, and lacks the ability for the 
airline to differentiate.

Technology 
Solutions

Implements a merchandising and 
booking capability into the booking 
flow of the site, or after the booking is 
completed.

Provides a flexible platform to 
incorporate merchandising and 
dynamic packaging into the airline 
booking flow. Better conversion rates. 
Fully differentiated product. More 
competitive pricing and full margin 
control.

Requires the airlines to create business 
relationships with the hotels and other 
suppliers. Airlines must have staff for 
contract and supplier management 
function.

Figure 9

Airline Packaging Options

© 2011, PhoCusWright Inc. All Rights ReservedSource: PhoCusWright Inc.
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model that integrates with the airline 
site, the technology option is the 
most logical choice (see Figure 9). 

Considering that airlines out-
sourcing vacation packaging became 
a trend in the 1990s, it is amazing 
that the majority of carriers con-
tinue to use this model today. This 
approach seems at odds with airlines’ 
desire to gain additional customer 
insight and control over the entire 
travel purchasing process (see Figures 
10a and 10b).

How Merchandising Increases 
Airline Revenues

Selling individual complemen-
tary travel components or combining 
them into a a shopping cart/dynamic 
package provides airlines incremental 
revenue opportunities. Simply offer-
ing a hotel at the end of the booking 
or directing the user to a separate 
vacation section of the site (often 
managed by a third-party outsourcer) 
misses the true value of merchandis-
ing. The key incremental revenue is 

derived from the airline’s ability to 
cross-sell and up-sell products as part 
of the user’s booking path. The goal 
is to provide the right product to 
the right customer at the right time, 
insuring that products offered are 
relevant. This may sound basic, but 
poor implementation of complemen-
tary products often impacts sales and 
reduces customer satisfaction.  

At the heart of any technolo-
gy solution must be a sophisticated 
rules engine. However, a rules engine 
is not a silver bullet if the rules 
creation process itself is not easy 
to use. An effective rules engine 
should not require extensive training. 
Furthermore, it should enable airline 
marketing executives to design rules 
that maximize revenues when deal-
ing with a variety of content sources. 
Rules engines that are overly com-
plex and require extensive training 
or programming knowledge place 
an unnecessarily large burden on the 
airline marketing team.

Another important technique 

of a comprehensive leisure distribu-
tion platform is the ability to collect 
implicit and explicit preferences of 
travelers, either directly provided by 
the traveler or through a saved pro-
file or CRM tool. We are all familiar 
with the collaborative filtering of 
online retailers such as Amazon. Just 
as Amazon recommends a specific 
book or DVD, so can airline sites 
recommend specific hotels or pack-
ages based on a customer’s behavior 
and similarity to other customers’ 
purchases. Trip profiling and per-
sonalization helps the airline not 
only deliver more relevant choices 
to the customer, but provides greater 
insight into customer preferences, 
facilitating future marketing and 
merchandising efforts. 

Employing a technology solution 
that can offer car, hotel and packages 
also significantly increases the value 
of the airline loyalty redemption pro-
gram, both for the collecting member 
and awarding partners. This area is 
another where airlines have a unique 

Figure 10a
Traditional Airline Approach – Outsourcing Hotel Content and Vacation Packaging

Source: PhoCusWright Inc. © 2011, PhoCusWright Inc. All Rights Reserved
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advantage over OTAs.
Online merchandising is also a 

great opportunity to pair an airline’s 
distressed inventory with a hotel or 
other related services, helping both 
the airline and travel partner sell 
unused inventory and maximize rev-
enue while not devaluing the air-
line brand. The opportunity is even 
greater for packaging; since prices 
can be opaque, the passenger may 
be presented with a single package 
price. At some point, for any tech-
nological solution to be effective, 
it should integrate with core airline 
yield management systems to ensure 
that packages maximize load factors 
and revenues. 

Example of Airline Merchandising 
and Dynamic Packaging Success 
Stories

Though most of the airline mar-
ket is still stuck in the outsourced 
hotel merchandising and vacation 
packaging model, there are some 
examples of airlines that have suc-
cessfully implemented a technology 
solution to integrate hotel content 
and packaging into their normal air-

line booking path. 

British Airways Holidays Limited
In June 2009, British Airways 

Holidays Limited, a fully owned sub-
sidiary of British Airways, launched 
its dynamic packaging capability on 
www.ba.com. The new ancillary sell-
ing and dynamic packaging solution 
includes the ability to package hotel 
content with air and other elements 
dynamically as part of the air book-
ing path. 

The decision to insource vaca-
tion packaging has made a significant 
impact on British Airways Holidays 
Limited sales, and has improved 
British Airways’ bottom line. For the 
12 months ending 31st March 2010, 
British Airways Holidays Limited 
reported an 82.9% increase in rev-
enues, representing a sharp reversal 
of persistent revenue declines dat-
ing back to 2004. Dynamic pack-
aging has also impacted overall top 
line revenue; within six months of 
the launch, British Airways saw an 
11.2% increase in segmental revenues 
against a 13.6% decline in passenger 
revenues. The dynamic packaging 

capability has also allowed British 
Airways Holidays to increase the 
number and diversity of hotels and 
excursions offered for sale. British 
Airways Holidays chose a technology 
solution that could integrate mer-
chandising and dynamic packaging 
into their normal air booking flow. 

When British Airways intro-
duced dynamic packaging in 2009, 
the company’s management touted 
the capability as a huge step forward 
in simplifying the vacation planning 
process and bringing hotel, car rental 
and tour content together in pack-
ages at better prices. The system also 
matched the trend toward more cus-
tomized holiday planning – personal-
izing the content based on the cus-
tomer’s preferences. British Airways 
was also able to design promotions 
around specific routes to promote 
new service or drive greater conver-
sion on routes to destinations such 
as the Caribbean and Indian Ocean. 

On the first anniversary of the 
British Airways Holidays dynamic 
packaging launch, the company 
reported that the new technology 
resulted in a 56% increase in book-

Figure 10b
Airline Site With Integrated Hotel/Package Merchandising

Source: British Airway website © 2011, PhoCusWright Inc. All Rights Reserved
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ings from the previous year. After only 
one year, British Airways Holidays 
had also expanded their range of 
three-, four- and five-star hotels, and 
increased their all-inclusive property 
content by 70%. British Airways 
has clearly profited from integrating 
hotel content and dynamic packag-
ing into the normal booking flow.  

 
Comair

Comair Limited is a leading 
South African aviation company. 
Kulula is Comair’s low-cost carrier 
and one of South Africa’s biggest 
online retailers currently generating 
over two billion South African rand 
($297 million) annually in online 
sales. Kulula.com currently also sells 
static packages, car rental and accom-
modation and will soon be imple-
menting dynamic packaging capabil-
ities along with cross-selling ability. 
Comair also is a franchise partner 
with British Airways, owns and oper-
ates a wholesale travel company and 
has partnered with a media company 
to launch an online travel agency. 

After early success with a static 
packaging software system used by 
Kulula.com, Comair has opted to 
contract with OpenJaw Technologies 
to implement a comprehensive shop-
ping cart/dynamic packaging solu-

tion. In evaluating alternatives, 
Comair needed an extremely flexible 
application that allowed them to 
control the selection, rule manage-
ment and implementation of sup-
pliers via live links to their inven-
tory. The ultimate goal is to provide 
true product differentiation offering 
products and services tailored to cus-
tomers’ needs. The decision to select 
OpenJaw Technologies was driven 
in part by the system’s robust rules 
engine that accommodates Comair’s 
role as a traditional airline, low-cost 
carrier, wholesaler and OTA. The 
company wanted to own the rela-
tionship with the hotel, car and other 
suppliers while distributing invento-
ry in multiple channels. Gotravel24.
com will be the first South African 
site to offer true dynamic packaging 
allowing consumers to bundle air, 
hotel, car and activities into a single 
price.  Kulula.com will follow shortly 
thereafter.

Summary  
Airlines clearly have a finan-

cial incentive to maximize revenue 
through their direct Internet chan-
nel. The friction between airlines and 
distributors will continue, as carriers 
try to regain control over customer 
relationships and encourage travelers 

to use the less expensive distribu-
tion channels. One powerful way to 
increase customer loyalty and services 
is for carriers to become Internet 
travel retailers. To execute on this 
vision, airlines must take ownership 
of the entire vacation planning pro-
cess and integrate complementary 
services into the airline booking path.

Traditional outsourcing to third-
party tour operator specialists does 
not allow the airline to take control 
of the customer relationship, and 
prevents cross-sell and up-sell oppor-
tunities along the booking path. 
White label solutions also relinquish 
controls, often to the very OTAs who 
compete with the carriers. Airlines 
should consider a technology solu-
tion that provides a robust multi-
source framework to add hotel and 
dynamic packaging capabilities that 
can be controlled through an easy-
to-use rules engine. The technology 
solution must be flexible enough to 
integrate with airline systems and 
meet the airline’s specific require-
ments. Ultimately, airlines can gain a 
greater share of a customer’s wallet by 
embracing online retailing and work-
ing closely with other travel suppliers 
to execute customized vacation plan-
ning on their website. 


